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RUN 1386, 26 AUGUST 2009
Mystery of the disappearing trail

The strange apparition on the

The question on everybody’s
lips after Gin & Vomit’s leisurely
tour of the approaches to Kai
Kung Leng was: What happened
to the trail? After half an hour of
impeccably marked hare
droppings through town, village
and Eield, the trail simply
vanished into thin air.
A palpable air of uneasiness
came over the runners as they
blundered, squint‐eyed, around
the scruffy, tussocky no‐man’s
land at the mountain’s foot,
somehow pulled towards a dull
glare coming from a depression
to the east.
As they approached the
unearthly glow, a strange
apparition emerged on the brow
of the crater, vaguely humanoid

in shape but strangely
neotonous, almost like a
child’s rendition of the
“aliens” so common in
Mid‐Western USA. I had
my phone with me, and
enough wit to snap a
quick shot, before a
paralysing sensation
gripped my brain. Then,
something seemed to
ease itself into my
mind, very gently, like a
dog’s wet nose
massaging the synapses
of the hippocampus. I
seemed to hear a voice,
grass
strangely disembodied
but beguilingly
seductive...
Greetings, Golden Balls, O Grand
Master of the Northern New
Territories! We come to you from
the unfathomable sweeps of the
cosmos, seeking out strange new
worlds. Fear not, O GM! We have
until recently concentrated our
researches on farmers in what
you call MidWestern USA,
abducting them from their Gields
so that we may perform anal
probing on them, for that is our
purpose in crossing the universe.
But now our programme of anal
probing is over. Instead, we have
switched our attention to this
populous region, to study the
social and sexual signiGicance of
vanishing trails on your curious
species. You go now.
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I woke up lying in the grass with
Golden Jelly gobbing on me in
disgust, and made my way
thoughtfully back to the buckets,
where Big Moany was already
calling for the circle to start.

Mid-Western farmer cloned by
anal probing, 1958

Cut to 6pm. Big Moany is
finishing off his beans on toast.
Intercorser sits in the rocking
chair knitting another pair of
BM’s favourite paisley socks.
BM: Life is almost perfect. Now if
we could just get a GM who could
get the hash over with by 9 so I
can get to bed at a decent hour...
Cut to Golden Balls, ruminating
in a cloud.
GB: Hmmmm… [thinks]
Runners: Golden Balls, Golden
Jelly, Bogbrush, Dram, One Eyed
Jack, Billy Jizz, Eunuch, Liberace,
Stingray, Cotton Bud, Go West,
Big Moany, VD, Anna, Walky
Talky.

Next Week’s Run
RUN 1387 – The Underwear Demolition Derby
DATE 2 September 2009
TIME 7.30pm
HARE Serbian Bomber
START Tai Wai Railway Station, or as advised further by hare. Provisionally meet at Exit A, at the northeastern corner
of the station
PARK No information
TRAIN East Rail or Ma On Shan railway lines

Hare Line
1387 / 02 Sept. 2009 / Serbian
Bomber - underwear run
1388 / 09 Sept. 2009 / LSG
- birthday run
1389 / 16 Sept. 2009/ One Eyed Jack
1390 / 23 Sept. 2009 / Stingray
1391 / 30 Sept. 2009 / Rocky - China

Brief Instructions from the hare

National Day's Eve run

Bring underwear you are happy to lose or destroy. Do not borrow
someone else's underwear if they are going to expect it given
back afterwards. There won't be an afterwards for that
underwear.
Do not run in only underwear. Outerwear (running clothes) will be a
must for this run.
If you don't normally run in underwear, then bring something but wear
it like a hat, or carry it in your hand... just bring it...
If you do normally run in underwear and don't want to risk that feeling
of swinging freely as you run , then run with a second set of
underwear or wear a second set like a hat, or... On second
thoughts just bring one set of underwear and be prepared to lose
it...
If you are afraid of your fellow hashers seeing your body then wear
your underwear outside your running clothes, or wear 2 sets of
underwear, or wear a second set like a hat, or... Hang on a
moment... Are you sure you're a hasher?
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1392 / 07 Oct. 2009 / Billy Jizz
1393 / 14 Oct. 2009 / Velcro Lips
1394 / 21 Oct. 2009 / Fartypants
1395 / 28 Oct. 2009 / Dingaling
1396 / 04 Nov. 2009 / Walky Talky
1397 / 11 Nov. 2009 / Golden Balls
- birthday run
1398 / 18 Nov. 2009 / Chris Higgins
1399 / 25 Nov. 2009 / VD
1400 / 02 Dec. 2009 / to be
announced
1401 / 09 Dec. 2009 / Golden Jelly

